
BADASS
ONE VASE. THREE STRAPS.

BADASS is a vase full of contrasts that is anything but fragile. In fact, the desire 
has been to create a vase with a more masculine attitude that can make up to 

floral arrangements and add a solid feeling to its surroundings.

Strap no.  1

Strap no. 2

Strap no. 3

PRODUCT DETAILS

DESCRIPTION
The vase can stand alone pure and classical or be arranged with the  
enclosed leather straps.
The vase comes with 3 leather straps. Each strap consists of 2 pieces. 

DESIGNED BY
Anja Sondrup with Christian Helmer 

MATERIAL
Vase: Glass 
Leather straps: Crafted using unique materials – made from  
two types of leather with painted edges that are bonded together  
and finished off with chrome-plated fastening hardware and  
embossed numbers.

ENVIRONMENT
Indoor

CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
Clean and dry the vase by hand, and remember to remove the leather straps.  

As a natural material, leather changes colour over time and may  
therefore be affected by the sun or fluids.  
Dry off the straps with a damp cloth.  
Never use dishwashing soap to clean the straps, but using soap flakes  
and leather grease will not damage the leather.  
Otherwise, we recommend using a dry-cleaner with knowledge of leather. 

INSTRUCTIONS

A Arrange the leather straps on the vase when it is empty.
              
B Click the straps together: 
 Click strap no. 1 together with strap no. 1
 Click strap no. 2 together with strap no. 2
 Click strap no. 3 together with strap no. 3

C Turn the straps with the number-sides facing outwards.

D Arrange the straps correctly on the vase (see illustration).
 Gently fasten the straps around the vase and close them:
 Strap no. 1 around the upper part of the vase
 Strap no. 2 around the middle part of the vase
 Strap no. 3 around the lower part of the vase

Important: Use the leather straps in the right order on the vase (see 
illustration) so that the straps do not expand when used incorrectly. 

When the straps are not in use:
When not in use, protect the leather straps and store them in the little dust bag 
that came with the item.

WARNING

YOU MUST HANDLE A ‘BADASS’ WITH CARE.

Do not place the vase directly in the sun for too long with the leather straps 
attached to it. Too much sunlight causes leather to dry out and fade.

The leather straps are solely for the use of decorating the vase  
and should not be used for any other purposes.

Keep out of reach of children and animals.

Important: Use the leather straps in the right order on the vase  
so that the straps do not expand when used incorrectly.

Strap no. 1 = the upper part of the vase
Strap no. 2 = the middle part of the vase
Strap no. 3 = the lower part of the vase

See the instruction illustration.
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